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Quantile regression brings the familiar concept of a percentile 
into the framework of linear models

Goal
Interpretability and accurate prediction 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 +  ∙∙∙  + 𝛽𝑝𝑥𝑖𝑝 + 𝜖𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛

Outline

 Basic concepts 

 Fitting and building quantile regression models

 Application to risk management

 Application to ranking student exam performance
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Basic Concepts of Quantile Regression
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How do you fit a regression model when your data 
look like this? 
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Standard linear regression assumes a constant variance, 
which is often not the case …
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… and applying a preliminary log transformation does not 
necessarily stabilize the variance
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Regression models for percentiles can capture the entire 
conditional distribution

90th percentile  

50th percentile  

10th percentile  
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Statisticians use the term quantile in place of percentile, 
but they have the same meaning …

0.9 quantile  

0.5 quantile  

0.1 quantile  
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… and the Greek symbol τ denotes the quantile level, which is the 
probability level associated with the quantileor percentile

90th percentile (τ=0.9)

50th percentile (τ=0.5)   

10th percentile (τ=0.1)  
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How does quantile regression compare with standard linear regression?

Linear Regression Quantile Regression

Predicts conditional mean Predicts conditional distribution

Applies with limited n Needs sufficient data in tails

Assumes normality Is distribution agnostic 

Is sensitive to outliers Is robust to outliers

Is computationally inexpensive Is computationally intensive
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Fitting Quantile Regression Models
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The coefficient estimates for standard regression 
minimize a sum of squares

The regression model for the average response is

𝐸(𝑦𝑖) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 +  ∙∙∙  + 𝛽𝑝𝑥𝑖𝑝 , 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛

and the 𝛽𝑗’s are estimated as

arg min
𝛽0,…, 𝛽𝑝

 
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑦𝑖 − 𝛽0 + 𝑥𝑖1𝛽1 + ∙∙∙ + 𝑥𝑖𝑝 𝛽𝑝
2
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In contrast, the coefficient estimates for quantile regression 
minimize a sum of “check losses”

The regression model for the 𝜏th quantile of the response is

𝑄τ(𝑦𝑖) = 𝛽0(τ) + 𝛽1(τ)𝑥𝑖1 +  ∙∙∙  + 𝛽𝑝(τ)𝑥𝑖𝑝 , 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛

and the 𝛽𝑗 𝜏 ’s are estimated as

arg min
𝛽0,…, 𝛽𝑝

 
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜌𝜏 𝑦𝑖 − 𝛽0 + 𝑥𝑖1𝛽1 + ∙∙∙ + 𝑥𝑖𝑝 𝛽𝑝

where ρτ(r) = τ max(0, r) + (1 ̶  τ) max(0, –r)

For each level τ, there is a distinct set of regression coefficients
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The QUANTREG procedure fits quantile regression models and 
performs statistical inference

Example

Model the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles of customer lifetime value (CLV)

Goal

Target customers with low, medium, and high value after adjusting for 15 
covariates, such as maximum balance and average overdraft

proc quantreg data=CLV ci=sparsity;

model CLV = X1-X15 / quantile = 0.1 0.5 0.9;

run;
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Quantile regression produces a distinct set of parameter estimates and 
predictions for each quantile level

10th Percentile

90th Percentile
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The QUANTREG procedure provides extensive features for 
statistical inference

• Simplex, interior point, and smooth algorithms for estimation

• Sparsity and bootstrap resampling methods for confidence limits

• Wald, likelihood ratio, and rank-score tests

• Quantile process regression, which fits a model for all  τ in (0,1)
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Quantile process plots display the effects of predictors on 
different parts of the response distribution 

X15 positively affects 
the upper tail of the 
distribution
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Quantile process plots display the effects of predictors on 
different parts of the response distribution 

X5 positively affects 
the lower tail of the 
distribution
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Paneled process plots help you identify which predictors are 
associated with different parts of the response distribution 
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Building Quantile Regression Models
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Example: Which variables differentiate high-performingstores from 
low-performing stores? 

Response:  close rates for 500 stores

Candidate predictors

• Store descriptors (X1–X20)

• Promotion (P1–P6)

• Layout (L1–L6)

Approach

1. Build sparse regression models for the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles 

2. Compare the variables selected for each model
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The QUANTSELECT procedure selects effects in 
quantile regression models

Features

• Provides forward, backward, stepwise, and lasso selection methods

• Provides extensive control over the selection

• Builds models for specified quantiles or the entire quantile process 

proc quantselect data=Store plots=Coefficients;

model Close_Rate = X1-X20 L1-L6 P1-P6 / 

quantile=0.1 0.5 0.9  selection=lasso(sh=3);

partition fraction(validate=0.3);

run;
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Coefficient progression plots show how the model fit evolves during 
variable selection 
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The layout variables L2, L3, and L5 are selected only in the model 
for the 90th percentile of close rates

10th Percentile 50th Percentile 90th Percentile
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Quantile regression gives you insights that would be difficult to 
obtain with standard regression methods 

P2 positively affects 
the lower half of the 
close rate distribution
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The syntax and features of the QUANTSELECT procedure are similar 
to those of the GLMSELECT procedure 

• Models can contain main effects consisting of continuous and classification 
variables, and their interactions

• Models can contain constructed effects, such as splines

• Each level of a CLASS variable can be treated as an individual effect

• Data can be partitioned to avoid overfitting 
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Application to Risk Management
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Quantile regression provides a robust approach for estimating 
value at risk (VaR)

• VaR measures market risk by how much a portfolio can lose within a given 
time period, for a confidence level (1 – τ )

• VaR is a conditional quantile of future portfolio values

Pr[ yt <  –VaRt | Ωt ] = τ

where Ωt is the information at time t and {yt} is the series of financial returns

• Methods of measuring VaR include GARCH models, which estimate the 
volatility of the portfolio and assume the returns are normally distributed
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GARCH models have been applied to the weekly return rates of the 
S&P 500 Index, which display skewness and heavy tails
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You can use PROC VARMAX to predict VaR with a GARCH(1,1) model, 
which assumes normality …
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… or you can use PROC QUANTREG to predict VaR by conditioning 
on lagged standard errors estimated by PROC VARMAX

proc varmax data=SP500;

model Rate / p=1;

garch form=ccc subform=garch q=6; 

output out=StdErr lead=1; 

id date interval=week;

run;

proc quantreg data=StdErr;

model Rate = std1-std7 / quantile=0.05;

output out=qr p=VaR;

id date;

run; 

Xiao, Guo, and Lam (2015) 31



Quantile regression offers robustness in situations where 
market returns display negative skewness and excess kurtosis

Xiao, Guo, and Lam (2015) 32



Application to Ranking Student Exam Performance
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How would you rank two students, Mary and Michael, who 
took the same college entrance exam?

• Mary scored 1948 points, and her quantile level is

Pr[ Score ≤ 1948 ] = 0.9

• Michael scored 1617 points, and his quantile level is

Pr[ Score ≤ 1617 ] = 0.5

• Now you learn that Mary is age 17 and Michael is age 12

• To rank them, you need to determine their conditional quantile levels

Pr[ Score ≤ 1948 | Age = 17] 
Pr[ Score ≤ 1617 | Age = 12] 
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Where do Michael and Mary fall within the score distributions for 
their age groups? 
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What are Michael’s and Mary’s quantile levels based on the score 
distributions for their age groups? 
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You can estimate the conditional distributions 
by using quantile regression

1. Use PROC QUANTREG to fit a quantile regression model that predicts the 
quantiles for an extensive grid of levels, such as 0.01, 0.02, …, 0.99

2. From the quantiles, estimate the conditional distributions of the response 
for covariate values corresponding to specified observations

3. Compute the predicted quantile (percentile) levels from the distributions, 
and use these to rank the observations

The QPRFIT macro, new in SAS/STAT® 14.2, implements all three steps
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Begin by modeling the conditional quantiles of Score for a uniform 
grid of quantile levels 
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It is important to specify an appropriate model with terms that 
capture the nonlinearity in the data

data Score;

set Score;

Age2   = Age*Age;

Age3   = Age2*Age;

AgeInv = 1/Age;

run;

proc quantreg data=Score;

model Score = Age Age2 Age3 AgeInv / 

quantile = 0.10 to 0.90 by 0.1;

output out=ModelFit p=Predicted;

run;
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Note that the shape of the conditional distribution for Score 
differs with Age
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The QPRFIT macro uses the predicted quantiles to compute the conditional 
distribution functions of Score for Age=12 and Age=17
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Evaluating the conditional distributions at the scores for Michael and Mary 
provides their adjusted quantile levels
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How do Michael and Mary rank before and after 
adjusting for their ages?
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The QPRFIT macro fits a quantile regression model and computes 
adjusted quantiles for specified observations

data ScoreID;

Name='Michael'; output;

Name='Mary';    output;

run;

%qprFit(data=Score, depvar=Score, 

indvar=Age Age2 Age3 AgeInv, onevar=Age,

nodes=99, iddata=ScoreID, 

showPDFs=1, showdist=1)

The proceedings paper explains how to use the macro
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The QPRFIT macro also estimates the probability density functions for 
Age=12 and Age=17
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Wrap-Up
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Five points to remember for using quantile regression in your work 

1. Quantile regression is versatile because it allows a general linear model 
and does not assume a parametric distribution

2. Quantile regression estimates the entire conditional distribution and 
allows its shape to depend on predictors

3. Quantile process plots reveal effects of predictors on different parts of 
the response distribution

4. Quantile regression can predict quantile levels of observations while 
adjusting for effects of covariates 

5. The QUANTREG and QUANTSELECT procedures are powerful tools for 
fitting and building models, even with large data
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Learn more at http://support.sas.com/statistics

Sign up for 
e-newsletter

Watch short 
videos

Download 
overview
papers
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